Abstract-In this paper we propose a new method to assist in labeling data arriving from fast running processes using anomaly detection. A result is the possibility to manually classify data arriving at a high rates to train machine learning models. To circumvent the problem of not having a real ground truth we propose specific metrics for model selection and validation of the results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Self learning systems like operator assistance need valid training data. For slow running processes it is possible to manually label failed production steps or poorly manufactured products. For fast running discrete processes this is much harder as it is difficult to manually distinguish the single products.
Packaging processes are one of those fast running discrete processes. Packing sweets runs at up to 2 000 pieces per minute, filling tubes at a rate of 600 per minute [1] . The processing of materials with volatile properties like plastic foil and cardboard or treating of biogene products, e.g. foods, causes frequent interruptions in the production process [2] , [3] . Research at the Fraunhofer IVV using data gained in 7 000 hours of manual machine observation has shown an average production time frame between errors being less than 15 minutes (Mean time between failure, MTBF). But it has also to be mentioned that in 66% of the interruptions the fix needs less than two minutes (Mean time to repair, MTTR) [4] . The overall equipment efficiency (OEE) is not only affected by interruptions but also by producing with less quality than required. This will cause rejects or, in the worst case, food safety issues due to incorrect packaging. To refer to both breakdowns and nonquality production the term "defect" is used in this paper.
A major cause of the frequent interruptions is the missing ability of operators to understand the problem and fix the problem's root cause. Building assistance systems can help operators to find lasting solutions for the problem [5] , [6] . To build more sophisticated views of the current failure situation an analysis of all available PLC signals is used to build a self learning assistance system [7] .
For first experiments lasting malfunctions have been provocated over a period of a couple minutes to create training data collected from the PLC for machine learning algorithms [7] . This is a simplified approach not matching up with real production scenarios where often only a single product or cardboard sheet may have a problem and either results in nonquality products or causes a machine stop. So there is a need to identify situations for every single product being produced. And more challenging, a possibility to classify the correct data point after manually reporting some kind of malfunction needs to be implemented.
In this paper we propose a way using anomaly detection to identify and assist in manual labeling the data points arriving at a high rate. We prove the performance by using a new kind of metric helping to find the best combination of feature selection, anomaly detection and a final classification.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Data classification for machine state detection on packaging machines
Many researches are working in the field of predictive maintenance to tackle down-times before an important machine component fails. The focus is on preventing longer machine stops. A major research in this area is the analysis of different kind of rotating machine parts like motors, bearings and pumps [8] , [9] . Most analysis is done in the frequency domain, even though some have tried working in the time domain [10] .
Due to intermittent motions in many parts of the packaging machine analysis in the frequency domain is not always possible and thus a inspection of the time domain has to be done [11] , [12] .
For continuous movements in packaging machines there have been successful analysis in the frequency domain. Brecher et al. are using the vibration measurements to detect deterioration of drive belts [13] . The experimental setup allowed for longer running experiments using drive belts at different wear levels.
Carino et al. perform analysis in the frequency domain working with motor currents for a camshaft of a packaging machine to detect different production states [14] . Deactivating sections of the machine to create different states of operation eases the creation of a classification. The same setup is also used by Zurita et al. [15] to identify states using artificial neural networks.
Without the application of machine learning Ostyn et al. were able to detect the quality of pouch sealings using statistical analyses of multivariate accelerometer data measured at the sealing jaw [16] . Running at about 30 bags per minute a manual inspection of the seal integrity was possible.
Opposed to most research our focus is to tackle short but frequent defects in discrete processes having summarized a major share on unplanned machine stops. The method has to be able to detect defects in single products or machine cycles.
B. Anomaly detection, model selection and evaluation of anomaly detectors
Instead of combining anomaly detection and classification one could look completely separated at those methods. Classification of PLC data is possible as shown in [7] .
For anomaly detection there is a variety of established algorithms. Having classified nominal data at hand a semisupervised approach is possible, sometimes refereed to as novelty detection. Available methods can basically be divided in different categories [17] . Global neighbor based algorithms based on k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) are somewhat related to other density-based algorithms like the Local Outlier Factor [18] . There are algorithms available based on subspace methods like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or based on statistics like Histogram Based Outlier Detection (HBOS) [19] or Gaussian Mixture Models. Further algorithms include Isolation Forests based on decision tree methods and others based on the Minimum Covariance Distance (MCD) [20] . All of those can be used with feature bagging methods, that are well established for classification tasks but are also suitable for outlier analysis [21] . Except for Gaussian Mixture all those algorithms are available in the open library "PyOD" [22] .
Performance evaluation is the crucial point when selecting appropriate algorithms for anomaly detection. Common metrics for bench-marking anomaly detection are the receiver operating characteristic (ROC), the area under the curve (AUC) or simple metrics like precision and recall. Those metrics are often used, especially for comparison of different models [23] , [17] . But these metrics always need a ground truth to work [21] , [24] . If no ground truth is available characterizing the performance of anomaly detection is difficult and often internal metrics are used [21] .
III. PROPOSED METHOD
A. Machine used for experiments and data collection
The data was collected at a cartoner in a live production environment. The machine is built to pack up to 120 products per minute. Working at variable speeds the machine can adjust to the filling level at the preceding production line. The machine is an off-the-shelf cartoner retrofitted at the food producers' site. The camshaft and other parts of the machine are now equipped with independent servo drives and new PLC. For a visualization of the process see figure 1 .
Incoming products are placed in one of three collators and then dropped on the next free spot on the bucket chain. For further research only the processes running alongside the bucket chain have been analyzed. Products in the bucket chain are subject to different handling and checks: 1) Checking for product height, unintended stacking of products and correct placement in bucket. 2) Detracting and erecting of cardboard boxes with two open sites. 3) Slipping product into cardboard box. 4) Gluing the open sites of the box. 5) Printing best-before date and checking the print image. Data from the built in sensor system was collected on the PLC's field bus using the PLC's cycle time of 1 ms in live production. A total of 40 sensors was available for analysis including rotary encoders but excluding those of the safety circuit.
To train the machine learning models the cartoner was observed at three shifts lasting seven hours each. In this time periods of time were logged without any error. Defects, especially those not causing a machine stop, were logged but have to be treated with some uncertainty in observation time.
The most common defect observed in production was products not positioned correctly in the bucket chain. Most of those were detected by the machine and only rarely caused machine stops by ripped cardboards when trying to package the product. In some cases the detracting of the cardboard failed. This has to occur multiple times as the machine is programmed to retry on missed detraction. Another reasons for down times were stops at the machine following in the packaging line. A list of observed states is shown in table I. Product not placed correctly in bucket chain 37 Interruption caused by next machine in line 7 Cardboard Detraction error 6 Failed to slip product in box 2 Error depositing product in bucket chain 1
Sum of observed defects 53
For evaluation all defects including those detected by the machine were used. As some defects do have only one or two occurrences in the data set all defects were classified as "defect" for evaluation. Splitting between different failures prevents the use of cross validation techniques.
After having installed the equipment for data collection only very few breakdowns could be observed while watching the machine in production. This does not match prior observations at various other packaging machines [2] , [4] . Despite this fact the data is of major interest as data from packaging machines in real production is still rare and the general format of data will not change with a more error prone machine. In addition to data collected while watching the machine personally, data was collected remotely and thus has no classifications. Using machine stops as ground truth for defects is not feasible since stops may be caused by defects as well as by manual stops due to missing packaging goods or other planed down times (e. g. cleaning, maintenance).
B. Feature extraction
There are two basic options to produce equal length data sets: Looking at the machine for a defined amount of time, usually one cycle respectively one turn of the camshaft. Defects caused by anomalous products may then be visible more than once at every sensor having contact with the product. But these impacts may be very minor. To track errors on the product a digital twin was built collecting the sensor data virtually on the product. As result a data set for every product passing through the machine is available.
To overcome different length caused by varying machine speeds a scaling was applied to the collected data sets. To be able to analyze data sets in case of machine stops a timeout is implemented for early finishing of digital twins. Missing data in those data sets is filled using median value imputation.
To extract features from these data sets common figures of time series are calculated [25] . Using process knowledge about the type of sensors the features are selected resulting at an average of five features per sensor and a total of 200. The resulting high dimension can trivially be reduced to 120 by setting a low variance threshold. For a further reduction of the dimension transformation-methods like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Factor Analysis (FA) are applied.
C. Building pipelines with anomaly detection and classification
The most important part in classifying fast running processes is to add the user reported classification to the correct data point. For the classification of a single data point we propose a method consisting of anomaly detection and classification: To classify a single data point the anomaly score in a reported time range is used and the data point with the highest score within this time range is labeled with the reported defect. Assuming a good anomaly detection the classified data set can be used as training data for the classifier. The approach and the resulting pipeline is visualized in figure 2 .
Looking at the available data not only unsupervised methods for anomaly detection can be considered but also methods for novelty detection using a semi-supervised approach with known nominal training data. For the current research a variety of detectors including HBOS, Isolation Forest, k-NN, LOF, MCD and approaches based on PCA and Gaussian Mixtures were used.
As feature bagging methods have shown good results for classification on similar data sets random subspace sampling was added [7] . The anomaly detectors were provided with 50% and 70% of the features using an ensemble size of 80 detectors. For comparison a detector without random subspace sampling was also present for each anomaly detection method.
Combined with different sorts of scaling the data and feature reduction methods and a random subspace sampling for anomaly detectors a total of about 10 000 variants were built and (semi)-automatically examined in a typical grid search.
D. Proposed and used metrics
As a simple evaluation of anomaly detectors is not trivial, especially if there is no ground truth available [21] . In consequence often internal criteria need to be used. Having a complete pipeline the proposed feature can be called semiinternal: We propose the consensus of anomaly score and classification as metric to validate the performance of a combination. The metric m therefore is based on calculating the multiple of average anomaly score for detected defects y defect compared to the average of all anomaly scores y. In the total average anomly-score detected defects are included. This works particularly well for data sets with a small fraction of errors, where a couple defects hardly affect the total average. In other cases a comparison between defects and known nominal data is more suitable.
An important remark is that one assumption has to be made at this point: The data point marked using the anomaly detection is identified correctly. Going one step further the assumption should prove wrong if the anomaly detection returns -worst case -random values. A classifier trained with random values will also return random values and thus perform poor in a cross validation test.
Having observed nominal values available and best guesses on data for defects it is further possible to use well-known and proven metrics for data science: Precision, Recall and F1-score. It is possible to calculate the precision for nominal production. Using the assumption from the previous paragraph, that anomaly detection is working correctly and identified the correct data points, it is possible to do a cross validation on the classifier. With these metrics a plausibility check of the first proposed metric is made.
Other metrics analyzed include the variance of the anomaly detection. As the data set contains a skewed distribution with only very few anomalies, a low variance in the anomaly score is expected. So this may be a metric to determine the quality of anomaly detection. For better comparison between different methods all anomaly scores are scaled to be in range 0 to 100.
Another expectation is an even distribution of defects over time. Thus performing a χ 2 -test over the detected defects is yet another metric for determining performance of the model.
IV. RESULTS
Out of the 10 000 variations analyzed three were extraordinary. They all used a PCA for feature reduction with the number of components automatically determined with the method by Minka [26] . For anomaly detection MCD with random subspace sampling of 70% of the features was used. The final classification was done using Random Forests without weighting the classes.
In different metrics other combinations scored slightly higher. The best precision for defects was as high as 100% and a recall up to 53% could be achieved using another combination. The maximum needs to be interpreted carefully as it is known that a recall for defects of 100% is easy to reach by classifying all data points as defect.
With the best combination examined the average anomaly score for detected defects is 155 times as high as the average anomaly score off all sampled data. This results in a precision of 87% and a recall of 49%, both being very close to the maximum achieved results. Poor performance was only measured for the criterion of an even spread of detected defects over time. All results are summarized in table II.
A visualization of the detection is displayed in figure 3 . Only very few data points with high anomaly score are not detected as defect, but some manually reported defects (marked with ×) are not anomaly according to the detector. A recall of 50% is visible.
First results seam reasonable for the detected metric but do not ensure a transferability to other combinations examined. A common measure is the Pearson correlation factor between the different metrics. Here only negative correlations can be observed which may be suitable for anomaly variance since an overall low anomaly score should result in high model performance. These results need further discussion.
The new metrics are not adoptable to prior experiments (s. [7] ) as defects were acquired continuous. Thus selecting the most anomalous data set close to reported will (nearly) always succeed as neighboring data points contain to the same provocated defect. Until new data sets for different machines are generated there is now further validation possible.
V. DISCUSSION
For all metrics the key concern is that our ground truth can not be considered a real ground truth. By quantifying the difference between classifier-detected defects and the average anomaly score for all data points in the set a good common understanding of the situation by anomaly and classification models can be assumed. A precision of close to 87% may not always be enough for automatic controls and adaptive systems but it is more than convenient for operator assistance systems. To many false alarms will reduce the benefit and the acceptance of such systems which should not be the case with accomplished performance. A recall at close to 50% is still motivation for improvement but on the other side does not do too much harm to the systems. For a fully automated system this may not be enough but is beyond the goal as the intention is to provide operator assistance as good as possible and not automatically interfere with the machine.
Having a negative correlation between well-known metrics and the proposed one may reduce the validity of the new approach. Looking at the overall performance of the best performing models the new approach may also be seen as a different metric independent of well-known ones. Using a combination of those metrics it is possible to get a similar result as with the new metric. An automatic model selection is thus easier since only one metric has to be evaluated. By use of cross validation the metrics for Precision, Recall and F1-score should not be prone to an over fitted model. But having a poor performance on the even distribution of the detected defects is still a slight evidence for over fitting. This issue has to be carefully watched once more data is available.
As of now it is hard to tell how well the new approach adopts to different data sets. The assumptions made for the selection of the metrics do apply for many discrete processes where only few anomal data points are observed.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a way to classify data originating from fast running discrete processes using a combination of anomaly detection and classification. With a new metric model selection was reduced to evaluate one value.
The search of over 10 000 model combinations was successful in a way, that it is now possible to detect anomalies and use those for classification of processes where the specific data point can not be manually selected for classification.
For self learning assistance systems the initial training is thus possible without provocation of lasting errors. The solution thus adds to the economical factor of bringing up such systems at a new machine. But it also helps in working closer on practical data as any kind of provocation has to be seen as simulation specific machine states which may or may not be the same as in real production.
